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Abstract: Ubiquitous Computing represents the most explicit attempt yet to move computing technology beyond the confines of tool usage towards a pervasive penetration of everyday bye. We outline a critical analysis of this technology based on a close examination of the proposals advancing it. After introducing a framework for understanding modern technology, we develop an interpretation of Ubiquitous Computing concentrating on its guiding principles, technological infrastructure, and scenarios. Next, we examine possible ways in which this technology could transform the human-world relationships that it would mediate. Finally, we analyze the particular kind of technical thinking underlying Ubiquitous Computing by focusing on the explicit and implicit assumptions and just$cations supporting the proposals. By means of this analysis, we arrive at a preliminary characterization of both the potential effects of Ubiquitous Computing on human-world relationships and the kind of technical thinking from which it originates.



1. Introduction Advances in computing and communications technology are constantly breaking new ground in processing speed, capacity and miniaturization of memories, diversity and complexity of input and output devices, and transmission capabilities of networks [14]. Related advances in software technology and computing theory also contribute to open up new technological possibilities. On the basis of these developments, technologists put forward proposals outlining future directions for the evolution of computing technology.
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Thus, in the past Artificial Intelligence attempted to develop “intelligent” systems that would eventually have been “capable of handling on their own the full contingencies of the natural world” [ 121. More recently, Virtual Reality aims at extending the range of human experience by constructing artificial realities and providing direct access to them [19]. Now, Ubiquitous Computing attempts to revolutionize everyday life by “allowing computers themselves to vanish into the background” [ 161. Should theproposals advanced by technologists remain unchallenged on account of their expertise in their fields of specialty, or, on the contrary, should we subject them to an intense scrutiny with the same zeal with which they pursue their technological studies? In an apparently inexorable movement taking place in the last few centuries, first modern science moved towards the center of Western culture displacing religion, art and philosophy from their central positions, only to find itself increasingly overtaken by modem technology, commonly mistaken as being its mere application. [4, p. 72; 6. p. 116; IO, p. 45; 2 I]. This triumphant movement confers on modern technology an aura of superiority and incontestability not unlike that which surrounded some central conceptions of old. In this climate, calling technology into question and bringing these questions openly to the technologists themselves, is a singular exercise, but one that can wait no longer. Ubiquitous Computing represents the most explicit attempt yet to move computing beyond the confines of tool usage towards a pervasive penetration of human activities, with potentially far-reaching effects. For this reason, we will concentrate our analysis on this particular view of the future of computing technology. We begin by sketching a framework for understanding modem technology and in subsequent sections present an interpretation of what is Ubiquitous Computing, examine potential effects of this technology on the human-world relationships that it would mediate, uncover basic characteristics of the thinking underlying Ubiquitous Computing, and extract appropriate conclusions from the analysis.



2. Framework



for the Analysis



development? How is the constantly accelerating introduction of new technologies justified? What is assumed with respect to the human-world interactions and their intermediation by technological artifacts? We will call these kinds of assumptions, justifications and modes of reasoning, technical thinking. Technical thinking, understood in this broad manner, contributes to make technology possible and orients its development in definite directions.



In a critical analysis of technology, should we proceed from a technological point of view and, focusing on its potentially negative effects, regard them as “problems” susceptible of technological solutions? Following this approach will inevitably lead to the identification of technological problems whose solution would require the introduction of yet new technologies, leading in turn to new problems, in an unending chain of problems and technological fixes. A case in point in the context of information technology is the attempt to deal with issues of privacy of information by means of innovative technological approaches such as cryptography [20].



Technical thinking should not be conceived of as something self-evident nor as standing on itself. Rather we should understand it in connection with the conditions of possibility of modem technique. In questioning modem technique, Heidegger examines first, the way in which the world primarily appears to humans in a technological age, and second, the mode of disclosing the world that makes such mode of appearing possible [7]. The mode of appearing is characterized as “standing-reserve,” which alludes to the status that domains of the world acquire when they have been fully subject to human control. Their independence has been neutralized to such an extent that these domains “stand” there in subservience, “reserved” for future use. The mode of disclosing or revealing the world is characterized as a “challenging forth” in which domains of the world are summoned to give themselves up to human control in the most “efficient” manner. As an illustration of this characterization, Heidegger refers us to the case of a hydroelectric plant which, by integrating a river into its mode of functioning, has transformed the river into one more piece of the plant. Whatever the river may have meant to the community - possibly as being the force which molded the landscape which it inhabits - it has been fundamentally altered and the river has become primarily a source of energy.



How shall then we proceed if we want to critically examine proposed technologies or technological trends? Although under the rubric of “philosophy of science” modem science has been the subject of philosophical work [e.g., 11 and 131, philosophy has dealt with technology much more sparingly [23, p. 51. In “The Question Concerning Technology” [7], an early philosophical examination of modem technique, Heidegger pursued a path of thought that, going beyond the usual interpretations of modem technique as “a means to an end” and “as a human activity,” attempted to uncover what might be called its “conditions of possibility.” Such conditions refer to the ways in which the world is disclosed to human communities that make it possible a technologically centered age, as it will be examined below. In what follows, and taking as point of departure Heidegger’s characterization of these conditions of possibility, we attempt to go beyond an analysis of the socalled “social risks” of technology [3, 151 in a direction determined by a set of basic questions: Where does modem technology originate? Where does its impetus come from? What is technology itself? To approximate these complex issues in the narrow limits of this work we introduce a series of distinctions.



We call this mode of revealing the technical way of disclosing the world. As a mode of disclosing it determines the way in which humans interact with the world. The seemingly infinite ways in which people go about their everyday lives are circumscribed by this underlying mode of disclosing. Technical thinking, in all its diversity, can be regarded as an articulation of the technical way of disclosing the world addressedto particular domains of affairs.



The most visible elements of technology are systems and artifacts. They support humans in their activities mediating their interactions with the world and transforming it in the process. With the accelerated introduction of technologies in many aspects of everyday life, this mediational character is being transformed acquiring more intrusive connotations. Even more pervasive than systems and artifacts are rationalized forms of action which lead to increased efficiency in the performance of activities [ 11. Finally, important components of technology are the knowledge, specialized processes, and tools that make possible the conception and creation of artifacts and systems.



Finally, this particular way of disclosing the world is primarily possible in the context of a technical community [ 1, 221. In these communities, rationalized forms of action are highly predominant and an extensive use of technological artifacts and systems mediate the humanworld relationships. Everyday life is increasingly transformed by the continuous introduction of so-called revolutionary technologies. Technology, in all of its forms, becomes the central element according to which the community is ordered. Thus, in a technical community the three elements introduced above, that is, technology,



But what underlies the development of technology, understood in the sense indicated above? What kinds of assumptions are made regarding the forces determining its
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technical thinking and the technical way of disclosing the world, predominate without counterbalance.



tool. In such a case we continue using it rather than, say, stare at it in a “theoretical” way. We then say that the tool is “ready-to-hand.” Thus, Heidegger can say that “the peculiarity of what is proximally ready-to-hand is that, in its readiness-to-hand it must, as it were, withdraw in order to be ready-to-hand quite authentically” [5, 1927, p. 991. This withdrawal or disappearance of the tool from the “awareness” of the user corresponds to its immersion into the background, in the sense that the tool becomes now one more aspect of that which is taken for granted in the performance of the work.



In the critical analysis of Ubiquitous Computing we will focus on two elements of this framework. First, we will examine the possible ways in which the artifacts and systems being proposed could transform the human-world relationships they would mediate. It is through these transformations that technologies, in particular computing technologies, can affect the way we think and are. Second, we will examine the particular kind of technical thinking underlying Ubiquitous Computing by focusing on the explicit and implicit assumptions and justifications supporting the proposal.



3. What



is Ubiquitous



Immersing computing technology into the background would achieve two important goals. First, it would facilitate the performance of tasks supported by this technology. Second, it would contribute to its widespread propagation so that “computer access will penetrate all groups in society” [16, p. 1041. This is regarded as a desirable goal because the weaving of computing technology into the world would make it acquire new properties, contributing to “invisibly enhancing the world that already exists” [ 16, p. 941. To understand the nature of these properties we now examine the proposed technological infrastructure of Ubiquitous Computing.



Computing?



Ubiquitous Computing has been proposed by Mark Weiser [ 16, 171 as a direction for the development of computing technology “for the 21st century,” and comprises guiding principles, proposals for a computing infrastructure, and scenarios. In contrast to other directions for computing technology, which focus on the creation of technologies that bring computers to theforeground of the activities in which they are used, Ubiquitous Computing is based on the principle of making “computers themselves to vanish into the background” [ 16, p. 94, our emphasis]. Only this immersion of computers “into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it” would make information technology achieve its “real potential,” that is, its potential for a revolutionary transformation of everyday life, akin to the deep transformations that originated with the introduction of “writing, perhaps the first information technology” [ 16, p. 941.



3.2 Technological Infrastructure To fully comprehend the import of Ubiquitous Computing, we need to take its possibilities to the limit, without unduly focusing on technological constraints that could hinder its actual realization. Only in this way we will be able to appreciate its intrinsic characteristics. Ubiquitous Computing is described as a “possible next generation computing environment in which each person is continually interacting with hundreds of nearby wirelessly interconnected computers” [ 17, p. 75, our emphasis]. This will lead to “radical new uses of portable information technology” based on “the nonintrusive availability of computers throughout the physical environment, virtually, if not effectively, invisible to the user.” [18, our emphasis]. The physical environment includes homes, offices, schools, other kinds of buildings, vehicles and highways.



3.1 Principles For an explanation of the meaning of “background’ we are referred to several related concepts, including the notions of “ready-to-hand” in Heidegger and of “horizon” in Gadamer. “Immersion into the background” should be understood in two different but related senses. First, it literally means the physical integration of computing technology into the world by embedding it into tools, things, tasks, and environments. But, second, this embedding has to be accomplished in such a way that the computerized tool or thing does not “interfere” with the activities in which it is used, as it will be examined below.



Achieving this kind of dense ubiquity requires the development of novel technologies in many areas of computing. In order to fit into all the diversity of everyday life environments so as to subsequently fade into the background, the components of this technology must take on a variety of sizes, shapes, and functionalities. Experimentation is currently under way with displays of various sizes, including “tabs,” “pads,” and “liveboards.” Other key components of Ubiquitous Computing are wireless networks “capable of [interconnecting] hundreds of high-speed devices for every person” [ 17, p. 781. The high density and mobility of the devices to be interconnected requires the development of transmitters and receivers with



In a phenomenological analysis of the way humans “deal” with the world, Heidegger uncovered the mode in which “equipment” such as tools, devices and systems are when used in the context of an activity [5, p. 95ffl. In their dealings with the world, humans are primarily engaged in “works” or activities. When a tool being used in the context of a work is functioning smoothly, that is, is being fully useful, it acquires its most proper mode of being a
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special properties. Concomitantly, new developments in network protocols are required to handle constantly reconfiguring networks connecting a large number of devices with dissimilar characteristics.



Once information is ultradisseminable, not only isolated data but entire “information environments” can be disseminated, Offices, which even now are becoming specialized environments through which workers connect themselves with an increasingly remote and geographically distributed world, are crucial for effective work. The increasing mobility of workers themselves has to be matched with portable offices, or more generally, with portable environments, which are most naturally supported by ubiquitous computing.



Assuming that these technological advances could be achieved, they would give rise to what may be characterized as a “new kind of organization of matter” possessing a radically new property, namely, ultraconnectivity. This form of organization allows for the wireless transmission of signals at very high speeds virtually from anywhere to anywhere, a highly distributed storage of signals, the ubiquitous display of these signals, and the versatile processing of them. The organization is also extremely plastic in that configurations of components can grow and shrink gracefully in real time.



In many situations, interactions with remotely located workers are greatly impaired if they are carried out solely by means of textual and graphical information, so that additional sources of information are required. But if the “physical world” itself cannot be disseminated how, so to speak, can this “anomaly” be remedied? By disseminating digital surrogates of the world, that is, digital representations of partial aspects of the world which have been subject to more or less intense pre-processing. As the following scenario illustrates, the utility of these surrogates is not confined to office or working situations, but could also have certain uses at home: “Sal looks...at her



3.3 Scenarios When this new kind of technology weaves itself into the world of everyday life it would open up for humans enhanced ways of dealing with that world. Enhancements are conceived as the satisfaction of manifest or latent human needs and as the creation of new possibilities leading to novel kinds of encounters between humans and the world. Given that the infrastructure required by Ubiquitous Computing is still years or decades away, how could these potential enhancements be determined? Several approaches are pursued, including the examination of related technologies which already underwent the process of fading into the background and the use of highly speculative scenarios.



neighborhood...through...electronic trails that have been kept for her of neighbors coming and going through the early morning... Time markers and electronic tracks on the neighborhood map let Sal feel cozy in her street” [16, p. 1021.



Ubiquitous Computing aims not only at satisfying the need for instantaneous access to information, but it also attempts to give instantaneous access to any “thing” including tools, books, and people, transforming them into surveillable things. Electronic badges, which constantly emit signals captured by sensors distributed in buildings and homes, make possible to determine the location of the things to which they are attached. The availability of location information allows specialized applications to perform a variety of tasks, such as routing of phone calls to the office or place where an employee is located at the moment of the call.



The ubiquity of writing, as attested by books, street signs, and billboards serves as a model for the ubiquity of computing [ 16, p. 941l. Whereas in writing, which in this context includes the technology of paper as physical memory, “information” is temporally and spatially constrained, the infrastructure of Ubiquitous Computing would break these constraints conferring on information an unheard-of accessibility, mobility, and processability, allowing for what we will call the ultradisseminability of information. Anything written, be it on paper, metal, fabric or any other material, becomes susceptible of being computerized and integrated into the web of ubiquitous computing, as the following scenario suggests: while reading the newspaper, Sal “spots an interesting quote from a



The ultraconnectivity that would be created by Ubiquitous Computing opens up many other possibilities. By integrating sensors and actors into the web of Ubiquitous Computing, it is possible to envision the so called responsive environments. By sensing people’s current locations and by using information about their preferences, it is possible to adjust heat and light in buildings to satisfy perceived needs [2]. Many other applications along these lines can be envisioned, such as doors that open themselves to the right people, elevators that greet us and automatically stop at the right floors, and coffee machines that are activated at the right time [ 161.



columnist in the business section. She wipes her pen over the newspaper’s name, date, .... then circles the quote. The pen sends a message to the paper which transmits the quote to her office.” [16, p. 1021. ’ Electrical



motors, which are pervasively



appliances, cars and buildings,



used in home



What is then ultimately accomplished by Ubiquitous Computing? The physical limits imposed by our bodies on the accessibility that we have to information are broken to an impressive degree. The spatial and temporal constraints



are also examined as



representing an example of a technological become ubiquitous in everyday life.



device that has
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satisfaction of needs, but by actively engaging itself in those activities. More important, by means of sensing machinery integrated into Ubiquitous Computing it can anticipate our needs and take appropriate actions to eliminate possible ambiguities that may arise with respect to what needs we actually have. In this way, the physical surroundings, so to speak, become an extension of our bodies while Ubiquitous Computing extends our “nervous system.”



that regulate our exchanges with the everyday world are deeply altered. To be sure, many important constraints still remain, but we no longer view them as set in concrete but rather as something that, through Ubiquitous Computing in combination with other technologies, can be subverted. In this manner, things can go faster and smoother. “Like the personal computer, ubiquitous computing . . . by making everything faster and easier to do, with less strain and fewer mental



gymnastics,



will



transform



what



is apparently



possible” [16, p. 1041.



4. The World Computing



Through



By this weaving of extensions of ourselves into the surroundings, significant parts of the environment lose important aspects of their otherness and the environment as a whole tends to become more and more a subservient “artifact.” This artifact, which the world immediately surrounding us becomes, is almost entirely “us” rather than “other.” In this sense, the surrounding world has almost disappeared.



Ubiquitous



Given a proposal for such a pervasive kind of technology, should we primarily concentrate on issues such as the efficiency and privacy with which activities are performed or, rather, should we look for effects on humans themselves? It is precisely the immersion of a technology into the background that contains the seed for deep transformations both of the world and of the humans that inhabit it. And where should we look for in order to grasp the characteristics of these transformations? Into the “inbetween” of humans and the world; it is at this juncture that technologies find their niche [8, p. 66ff; 9, p. 85ff).



Portable environments carry these tendencies even further. In the extreme, the ultradisseminability of information enabled by Ubiquitous Computing would make possible to port information environments to any place, at any time, from office to office, car, home, airport, airplane, in a seamless way. How could this affect what a “place” is for us? The portability of the information associated with a place would tend to erase the differences between places, contributing to the uniformity of the environments in which we live. And it is precisely the differences that exist in our surrounding environments that make it alive for us the otherness of the world.



When a book, a person, or any other “thing” has attached to it a visible or invisible tag which, in conjunction with a ubiquitous surveillance mechanism constitutes what we may figuratively call an “electronic leash,” the thing has lost some of its otherness. Although in many senses it remains an other, it has lost a fundamental property, namely, the possibility of becoming lost. If due to a malfunctioning of the surveillance mechanism the thing eventually becomes lost, this would only have the character of an anomaly. Normally, the thing is always under surveillance. But things would partially lose their otherness in a more fundamental way. When the surveillance mechanism fades into the background and we are no longer able to experience it, things in general - not just this manual or that tool or those employees - would have been transformed becoming for us surveillable things, whether we effectively subject them to surveillance or not. A fundamental category that governs our dealings with the world would have been deeply altered.



The enormous power of Ubiquitous Computing for disseminating information, coupled with the impossibility of disseminating “material” aspects of the world, creates a strong imbalance that could be overcome only by the increasing dissemination of digital or analog surrogates of the world. What does the scenario in which “Sal looks at electronic tracks of neighbors coming and going in the morning” tell us? The “need for social interaction” has been anticipated in the responsive environment and elaborate surrogates of relevant aspects of the world have been prepared. The street, the morning, the neighbors and their encounters have been displaced in time and space and replaced by surrogates, suffering a deep transformation in the process. Entire aspects of the situation have been filtered away and they can no longer surprise us. The electronic surrogates of the street situation live now in a different world, a world in which surrogates of the past can be replayed at any time, replicated, and distributed at will. The uniqueness of the situation has been obliterated because we now can access the surrogate at our convenience, independently of when the situation actually occurred.



It is not just isolated things that would be transformed; via ubiquitous computing whole environments become responsive. Let us consider a humorous and enlightening scenario introduced in [ 16, p. 1021: “Sal awakens;she smells coffee. A few minutes ago her alarm clock, alerted by her restless rolling



before waking, had quietly



asked, “Coffee?”



and she had mumbled, “Yes.” ” Yes” and “no” are the only words it knows.” The environment, that which immediately surrounds us, becomes intimately tuned to us by not only making possible our engagement in activities leading to



From the examination of various possibilities opened up by Ubiquitous Computing, a consistent pattern emerges. Each possibility carries with it a displacement, transformation, substitution, or loss of fundamental
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properties of aspects of the “world” in such a way that its otherness is increasingly eliminated. For these reasons we propose a first characterization of Ubiquitous Computing, to be extended below, as an attempt at obliterating the otherness of certain aspects of the world by the pervasive penetration of everyday life with computing technology.



In “The Age of the World Picture,” Heidegger had anticipated developments of this kind. Having characterized modernity, the “new age,” as the age of the “image” or “picture” of the world, he clarifies this as follows. “World



Is this pattern just a consequence of the scenarios that were chosen in the proposal or does it reflect a fundamental property of Ubiquitous Computing itself? This is a question that we can only briefly examine here. The infrastructure of Ubiquitous Computing has the fundamental property of ultraconnectivity, so that in order to take advantage of this emergent property, that which is to be disseminated through it must be mapped into digital or analog signals. Thus, the intensified development of electronic surrogates is an unavoidable consequence of Ubiquitous Computing. In addition, because ultraconnectivity breaks space and time constraints to an unprecedented degree, we find in it the seed for the leveling of differences of places (e.g., portable environments) and times (e.g., digital storage of the past). By its pervasive penetration of everyday life, Ubiquitous Computing carries with it the possibility of physically penetrating every thing, with absolute independence of its nature and uniqueness. Thus, each and every thing is susceptible of becoming a surveillable object.



[6, p. 1241. That is, in the mode of disclosing that characterizes modernity, the “world” is disclosed to humans as being an image, a representation, rather than as being fundamentally an other, which we can never hope to fully understand and control. In Ubiquitous Computing this mode of disclosing takes an extreme form, in the sense that the otherness of that which confronts us would be eradicated to such an extent that we would become oblivious to its eradication. In the limit, extensive aspects of the world could no longer surprise us. Can then still be said that Ubiquitous Computing would enhance the world?



picture, when understood essentially, does not mean a picture of the world but the world conceived and grasped as a picture”



5. The Thinking Computing



Underlying



Ubiquitous



Ubiquitous Computing is a proposal for the long-term evolution of computing infrastructure and applications oriented to achieve a pervasive penetration of everyday life. To develop the required infrastructure will take years or even decades of sustained work by many research and development groups. What would be the purpose of such a massive endeavor? How does Ubiquitous Computing justify itself?



As we saw before, in its immersion into the background the tool withdraws itself, letting us engage directly in works and activities without becoming entangled in what could otherwise be an obtrusive tool. But, we need to ask, is it only the tool that would disappear in this way by the immersion of computing technology into the background? The transformed world that emerges through Ubiquitous Computing would no longer surprise us as having been transformed, so that the partial loss of its otherness would also tend to disappear from our “awareness.” The proper disappearance of the tool would entail the disappearance for us of the transformations suffered by the “world.”



Interspersed with analyses of hardware and software infrastructure, we find in many places in [ 16, 171 scenarios which exhibit the following recurrent structure: an everyday activity is unobtrusively enhanced by forms of Ubiquitous Computing which contribute to anticipate and satisfy human “needs.” What is striking about most of these scenarios is the marginal and irrelevant character of the needs referred to in them and of the envisioned enhancements of the activities (e.g., elevators stop at the right floor, rooms greet people by name, secretaries instantly know the location of employees). Although it is tempting to discard this marginality as if it were only an impression produced by the chosen scenarios, we believe that it has a more fundamental character. In fact, this has been recognized to some extent in the proposal itself. As stated in [ 16, p. 104, our emphasis], “like the personal computer, ubiquitous computing will produce nothing fundamentally new, but by making everything faster and easier to do, with less strain and fewer mental gymnastics, it will transform what is apparently possible.”



Taking into account these considerations, we propose an extended characterization of Ubiquitous Computing as an attempt at obliterating the otherness of certain aspects of the world in such a way that we are no longer aware of the obliteration. This would mean, for instance, that in their everyday life interactions - increasingly mediated by ubiquitous computing - humans would tend to become unaware of the difference between a digital surrogate and that which it represents. We are then led to ask the following question: when the otherness of the world has been eradicated to a significant degree, and because of its immersion into the background humans are no longer aware of this eradication, what has happened to them and to the “world” in the process?



Even more striking is the stark contrast between the marginality of the enhancements and the complexity of the computing infrastructure required to achieve them. It thus becomes evident that the role of the chosen scenarios is not to provide a justification for Ubiquitous Computing but
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simply to project possibilities opened up by this technology. To some extent this is appropriate, given that Ubiquitous Computing is an enabling technology on the basis of which substantial applications would be built which would provide the necessary justification. But, certainly, Ubiquitous Computing cannot rest solely on potential applications of which little is currently known. The question then becomes, if not driven by the purpose of satisfying significant human needs how does Ubiquitous Computing justify itself? In attempting to answer this question we must turn entirely away from human needs and enhancement of activities and focus our attention on something else, namely, on technology itself.



the resistance to the technology that certain potential users exhibit is bypassed, so that the immersion into the background turns out to be a “furtive” way of introducing the technology into widespread use. As stated in [ 18, our emphasis], “the most profound revolutions are not the ones trumpeted by pundits, but those that sneak in when we are not looking.” We can then conclude that even the basic principle of Ubiquitous Computing, namely, the immersion of computing technology into the background, is to a large extent driven by technology itself, in particular, by the purpose of making it “penetrate all groups in society” [ 16, p. 1041. While conceiving of a technology that it regards as having potentially revolutionary effects on everyday life, the thinking underlying Ubiquitous Computing fails to show the slightest inclination to call technology into question. Although it is willing to examine other approaches to computing, the primacy of the unfolding of technology over the satisfaction of humans needs, and the self-sufficiency of this unfolding are taken as absolute givens. Taking into account the primacy given to technology over needs, the proposed massive penetration of everyday life by a particular kind of technology, the attempt to immerse the technology into the background partially as a way to bypass resistance to the technology, and the fact that these developments are not questioned but regarded as absolute, we characterize the thinking underlying Ubiquitous Computing as an emerging form of technological absolutism.



From the beginning Ubiquitous Computing is conceived as being primarily - perhaps exclusively - driven by technology, and its main sources of inspiration are other technologies that have successfully penetrated everyday life. This is consistently illustrated by the exposition of the proposal for Ubiquitous Computing, which begins in this way: “The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it” [ 16, p. 941, and then goes on to contrast what it sees as the extensive penetration achieved by writing and the obtrusive character of current computing technology. In opposition to other strategies for computing, Ubiquitous Computing is seen as the best possibility for “achieving the real potential of information technology” [ 16, p. 94, our emphasis]. And how should this potential be understood? As the power of a technology for expanding itself beyond the limits within which it is currently confined and for unfolding itself to its highest possible degree. Thus, Ubiquitous Computing has little to do with human needs and much more with the unfolding of technology per se. This primacy of technology over needs in the conception of Ubiquitous Computing takes on a singular twist by the fact that, in opposition to many other technologies, Ubiquitous Computing is not seen as penetrating circumscribed areas of activities but aims at revolutionizing everyday life itself. In so doing, Ubiquitous Computing is attributing to the unfolding of technology the right to drive by itself the way in which certain aspects of everyday life are lived. Although human needs have been historically generated, and in many cases by the introduction of new technologies, the scale and scope of the invention of new needs to be satisfied by Ubiquitous Computing seems unprecedented.



Although it is implicitly recognized in the proposals that certain groups show more reluctance than others to accept current computing technology, nowhere is to be found in them any concern regarding the possible acceptance or rejection of this invasive technology by the community at large. Its acceptance appears to be completely taken for granted. For, indeed, communities have shown in the past and the present a surprising tendency to passively accept the introduction of new technologies and their consequences. As Winner states, while examining the way in which certain communities in the west of the United States absorbed new technologies in the 1950’s: “It was this tendency of our ... community to accept radical transformations of its way of life, to accept sweeping changes generated from far-away sources with little discussion, deliberation, or thought to the consequences that Z now see as something truly astonishing” [23, p. 169, our emphasis].



The great importance attached to the immersion of computing technology into the background, which would allow users to focus on their tasks rather than on the tools themselves, serves an important additional purpose. It would achieve the penetration of everyday life in a way that would tend to go unnoticed by users because the technology would be “literally and virtually invisible.” In this manner



Thus, the thinking underlying Ubiquitous Computing exhibits a highly unreflective submission to the powers of technology - which to some extent echoes a similar unreflection predominant in the community at large - by taking for granted that the unfolding of technology does not require any justification outside of itself. Moreover, the proposals do not hesitate to project some of the
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possibilities of computing to their limit, where it becomes truly ubiquitous and capable of altering everyday life in non-trivial ways - all of this without paying any significant attention to the deeper effects that this pervasive technological penetration could have on everyday life.



6. Concluding
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Remarks



It appears then, that in the name of “enhancing the world” the proposals for Ubiquitous Computing constitute an attempt at a violent technological penetration of everyday life. For how else could we characterize a proposal that advocates the pervasive transformation of things into surveillable objects, the substitution of “real world” situations by digital surrogates, and the transformation of our surroundings into responsive artifacts by massively populating them with micro-processors and related devices all of these transformations being mainly driven by technology itself? As the power of technologies grows, it will become increasingly necessary to probe into the assumptions being made during their inception and into the possible consequences of their widespread application. It is important then to articulate a methodology to guide this analysis. We hope to have contributed to such a methodology insofar as this work takes some steps in the exploration of key questions that need to be asked, as well as it illustrates possible approaches to answer them. The questions we have examined are the following: i) how would a proposed technology transform those aspects of the world with which it is related, ii) how would these transformations affect humans themselves, in particular, the way in which the world appears to them and the way in which they open themselves to the world, and iii) what drives a technological proposal, how the thinking underlying a technology justifies it, and what kinds of assumptions are being made regarding potential users and the community.
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